








 of A.S. Council have 
resigned, leaving seats open in both 
graduate and upper divisions
 of the 
council. 
Graduate councilwoman Marite 
Grandovskis 
and upper division 
representative Humberto Zamarripa 
are the 
retiring  members. 
"Grandovskis resigned because she 
failed to meet the six unit 
qualification 
and Zamarripa is stepping down 
because of a heavy outsidework
 load," 
councilman Firouz Sedarat said. 
Al Farley, A.S. personel officer urges 
interested students to 
apply for either 
position. The council's main respon-
sibility is to adopte measures necessary 
for the general welfare of the 
Associated  Student students,





















George  Fuller 
Athletic
 










accepted  by the budget committee.  
Leonardi
 called
 the cut a 
"reflection














previous years, will be 
d for men's and women's intercolleigate sports. Last 




Leonardi explained he 








"I recommend that  representatives
 of the women's and men's athletic programs 
egotiate working 
dollar amounts for executing this 
program,"  Leonard' said. 
Although the athletic departments were
 hardest hit by Leonardi's proposed 
utbacks, they 
weren't  alone. The A.S. Joint Effort 
Coffeehouse  will receive $7,000 
less than 
last year, as will the 
Music Department. 
Leonardi 
explained  he had talked 
with  coffee-house 
representatives  and "they 
can function on 
the money we have 
allocated." 
The Spartan 
Daily  was allocated $5,000 
less
 in Leonardi's tentative 
budget. 
According to Leonard', 
the budget cut reflects the 
Daily's  budget request which 
allows for only four issues
 a week instead of five. 
The biggest allocation increases
 went to Leonardi's new programs.
 The Revenue 
Action 
Program
 ( RAP) is allocated $28,000 and the
 Institute of Urban Affairs will 
receive $8,652. 
RAP was set up by Leonardi to give students the
 opportunity to promote their 
own events. Money will be used to contract events within the various schools. 
According to Leonardi the Institute of 
Urban  Affairs will provide interships to 
students in city and county government and other agencies. 




 increased allocations 
is the A.S. Recreations 
Intermurals ). 
The budget committee, 
which  is considering 
Leonardi's
 proposals, according to  
Rick Marks, 










 is very complex," Marks 

















 it to 





begins  the 
process 






 2 p.m. on Tuesdays
 and 
Thursdays  in the 
council  
chambers  on 
the  third 
level



















By Janet Parker 
The new odd -even
 gasoline 
distribution method in Santa Clara 
County has not been successful here or 
anywhere else, according
 to two 
leaders of the National Service Stations 
Dealers Association NSSDA ). 
Don Prince, 
president,  and Russ 
Hatch, executive vice-president, fended 
criticism, supported dealers and 
analized the fuel distribution crisis on 
the KOME radio talk show 
"Expressway" Sanday morning. 
The dealers agreed that a 
distribution 
by 
appointment  basis would be more 
adequate in meeting customer demand. 
The new odd -even system, im-
plemented March 4 in this county, 
allows drivers with even number 
license plates to get 
gas  on even 
numbered calendar  days. Drivers with 
odd number plates 
may  fill up on odd 
calendar
 days. 
Hatch said the Santa Clara County 
Board of Supervisors 
wanted  to do 
something right 
away
 to ration the fuel 
and didn't




"We  had told the 
supervisors
 the odd -
even 
system
 would not work," Hatch 
said. 
He said the system already
 has 
proven to be a 
failure
 in other states. 
Prince said the countries should 
realize this system is not 
solving  
anything and 
should abolish it right now 
rather than wait for the two week trial 
period to end. 
"There's a chance it will be changed 
back to the old 
system"
 Prince said 
where gasoline is distributed on 
Monday, Wednesday and 'riday to 
even number licenses and Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday to odd num-
bers. 
"We felt the new odd
-even  program 
would create an 
even more chaotic 
situation and it did," Prince said. 
He said the 
appointment
 system, in 
which customers 
would  line up on foot 
to make appointments for gas 
and then 




more  preferable for a county 
plan. 
"It ( the appointment
 system) is 
devised
 for the  benefit of the public, not 




and  county dealers 
will be confronting the board of 
supervisors with a supplement
 to the 




met  in an 




Paul  N. McCloskey 
( R-Portola 
Valley)
 and devised a 
plan  that would 
mandate 
all  stations to be 
open  for one 
hour at 7:30 a.m. 
and again for one hour
 
at 
4:30  p.m. every 
weekday.
 
Under the plan, dealers
 would post at 
least four 
hours ahead of opening
 how 
many cars they will be able 
to serve 
and indicate the 
last
 car in line. 
The suggestion is being 
investigated  






objected to one caller's 
suggestion of staggering business
 
hours.
 He said some station's electrical 
expenses would run too high if they 
were forced to be open 
every night. 
"I'm receiving about 50 per cent of 
the gasoline I got before," 
Hatch said. 
"I can't afford 
with the increase in cost 
of business.. to go into a 




 representatives said 
there is definitely a shortage as 
far  as 
they are  
concerned.  
Hatch 
related that oil companies will 
probably find it feasible
 to uncap un-
touched oil
 wells when prices reach 
75 
cents or as high as $1. 
"As far as you or I concerned, there 
definitely is a shortage," Hatch 
said.  "I 
can't sell it and 
you can't buy it." 
However, he suspects 
the distribution 
problem will not get much worse. 
"Not only will it 
level off in price but 
the public 
will  get its driving down to an 
absolute minumum," he said. 
Surprisingly, Prince said the best 
way for motorists
 to keep prices under 
control is to just not buy the product. 
The president 
said there is a 50 
percent shortage of the total
 gasoline 
demand in Santa Clara Valley. Stations 
are receiving 75 per percent of the
 fuel 
they obtained last 
year  at this time but 
the growth in this county in 
industrial  
and residential 
area has greatly in-
creased 
demand.  
Prince explained that, despite the 
increase in gasoline prices per gallon to 
the customer, the dealer is making only 
a three cent 
profit  per gallon. 
"The total net profit is far below one 
year ago," he said. 
"We are not making the money we 
should
 be making," he  added. 
Several persons called in asking for 
an explanation as to how the stations 
can be making less when they are 
working 
fewers
 with a continual line of 
cars waiting for gas. 
see page five 










Board  and care 
homes
 in the SJSU 



































would be to 
restrict  the area 
around the 






established  for the 
proposal. 
While 
that  proposal 
basically
 is an attempt 
to control 
overcrowding
 around the 
campus, SJSU 
Housing Director 
Cordell Koland also 
pointed out there 
is
 a certain 
awareness
 of the presence
 of board and 
care
 residents by 




who helped Brazil in 
the development of the









the  situation, in 
which about 2,000
 board and care
 residents live 
in the 105 
homes near the
 campus, affects the
 living atmosphere 
for students. 
"Given a choice,
 people don't want to live
 in a ghetto," Koland said.
 "The homes 
have
 turned this area into 
a ghetto of sorts." 
Koland added
 these people have 
nowhere else to go. 
"It's not that they 
want  to live here," he 
said.  "They have to." 
He 
said  most cities have 
closed
 their doors to people 
who were released from 
state
 mental hospitals 
or
 are in need or 
rehabilitation  facilities. 
"This 
community  has been open 
to them and responsive,"
 Koland said. 
Armand 
Sanchez,  dean of the School of 
Social
 Work, said the presence of 
board  
and care residents should 
have a positive effect on 
the  minds and conscious of 
students. 
"They 

















 streaking during the 
daytime or in school 
buildings  will be 
arrested, 
according  to Earnest Quin-
ton,
 University 
police  chief. 
"I do 
not condone streaking and if 
streakers continue
 to streak during the 
day and 
in such buildings as 
the 
Spartan Bookstore, they will be 
arrested," stated Quinton. 
This contradicts





campus police would 
keep  a "hands-
off" policy in 
relation  to streakers. 
"I don't want to take 
away from the 
humor of 
streaking,  but if streakers are 
going to streak in 
daylight  and in front 
of women and children who are ob-
viously offended
 by the streakers, 
something will be done," Quinton said. 
"Our policy is not to chase them, and 
this will remain
 in effect if the 
streakers continue to streak at 10 p.m., 
11 p.m. or 
midnight when the only 
people who see them are those wanting 
to," he added. 
Also if the streakers 
continue  to hit 
the cafeteria
 and other 
school
 
buildings,  police will arrest 
without a 
signed complaint,




 you see we don't 
have  a 'no 
hands 
off'  policy. 
There













that  this realization leads to the 
development  of mature attitudes. 
"After 
all,  we are all part of the 
same
 society that engenders 
these  kinds of 
problems,"
 he said. 
The dean said 
it is incumbent upon the university to realize the board and care 
residents are a community in need. 
"One of our responsibilities is to 
provide some services for these people," 
Sanchez said. 
Sanchez said he does not see how the
 local homes can have anything but a 
positive
 effect on the educational atmosphere on this campus. 
Steve Haskell, SJSU student and co-director of Community 
of
 Communities, said 
any fear of these 
people  by students is "totally unwarranted. 
That kind of fear is left over from old movies,"he said. The Community of 
Communities project sends students into the 
homes to work with the patients on a 
one-to-one
 basis. 
He called fears "ignorance
 of the community." 
Haskell
 said these people are not criminals; more 
often they are the victims of 
crime rather than the
 committers of crime. 
"They are very passive people," Haskell said. 
The SJSU project 
works  with 22 of the homes within a one -mile radius of the 
campus. About 500 patients are directly involved. 
"The 
presence
 of the homes is 
possibly  one of the most 
positive  factors about this 
community," the 
co
-director said. He said
 students can sit in 
psychology  classes 
all 
day and never lean as 
much as they can by 
actually working within
 the homes. 
Haskell said 
he
 hears jokes about the
 board and care 




 are usually by people
 who haven't taken 
the time to understand
 the patients. 
A.S. 
Vice  President 
Rick
 Marks said 
he
 has heard some




 may again 
be 'gem of the 
West.' 
overall, he supports the idea of board and care homes. 
However, 
Marks said at this time he is in favor of any proposal to restrict 
the  
number of new homes. He said he 
feels there is not enough activities in the homes 
to ke_p the patients busy. 
He said 
fears are a "lack
 of understanding
 by students 
and faculty," 
Marks  said 
most of them
 are under 
too much 





 of the homes expressed surprise that there is concern about the 
presence of the homes in the 
community. 
Phil Sims, assistant manager of Fortune's Inn Halfway House on 12th 
Street,
 
said the residents can be a dept.( 
ssing  factor in the neighborhood. However, it is 
better to have them in the homes than in a back ward of some hospital
 where they 
often  don't 
belong,
 Sims said. 
He said the patients
 with any history of 
violence  are kept under 
sedation.  He also 
said that the 
mentally  incompetent 
usually aren't capable 
of inflicting any harm 
to 
anyone. 
Mary Hedberg,  staff 
member  at Pathway House 
on 11th Street, said the 
boarders in the home 
are allowed on the 
streets
 only with a pass and 




people  have become more realistic about the board and care 
resident  in recent years. 
"They've started to 
realize they are not criminals," she said. 
John Matthews, staff 
members
 at Lighthouse Foundation, 373 E. San Fernando 
St., said his boarders are not a nuisance to the 
neighbors.  
"Police come out more often to the surrounding student apartment houses 
because of noise and disruption than to the homes, Matthews said. 
He added the closure of some state 
mental  hospitals including nearby Agnew 
State Hospital, has resulted in certain people being on the street who 









Myra  Moore 
The 
forlorn  and 
forgotten
 old Fox 
Theater,  once called 




 be given a 
second  life. 
The 
City  of San Jose 
will be con-
sidering a 



















 would be 
available





















weeks  ago. 
If 
approved  by 





























added,  the 
theater,  
located
 at 345 
S.
 1st St., 
could  be 
renovated  for 
use as 
a rehearsal





supervisor  of the 






 said the 
Fox  could 
be







 it would 














building code standards. 
She added, the theater should be 
preserved as a 
historical building. 
The theater was built in Moorish style 
with five terraced levels, 
hand
 painted 
ceilings, marble pillars and tile 
foun-
tains. 
Councilwomen Janet Hayes 
and  
Suzanne Wilson have both said they are 
in favor of 
the  renovation. 
Hayes said she felt the theater in a  
renovated state would be a good ad-
dition to the downtown area, as well as 
being a good place to hold cultural 
events. 
Wilson added the 
building should be 
preserved as a 





 the renovation could be 
a 
project in which the entire com-
munity could take part. 
Saalwaechter  spoke recently to 
members of various cultural 
groups  in 
the 44 -year -old building to get their 




Representatives of the San Jose 
Symphony 
said if tle theater was 
purchased, they would be interested in 
using it as a 
rehearsal  hall and possibly
 
for 
performances  if it is renovated. 
Dr. Hal Todd, chairman of SJSU's 
Drama Department, said the depart-
ment would possibly be 
users of the 
theater. 
"The theater, if purchased and 
renovated, could be an asset
 to San Jose 
and 
the  University as well," said l'odd. 
He said SJSU 
might  be able to 
sponsor drama festivals one or two 
times a year in the 1,700 seat theater. 
"It could be a finer theater than the 











an interest in the theater. 
"I'm 
sure if the Fox 
Theater  is 
purchased we 
ISJSU  ) could put on 
some  good 
shows
 there," 
Gehrke  said. 
Gehrke
 said he has 
not yet been 
able  
to bring up the 
subject to the 
program  
commission,  but 
he
 was sure their
 
response 




















 persons, the 
seats
 are 
uncomfortable  and 
that no 
improvements
 have been 




Gehrke  added that 
many big name 
groups 
do not want to 
come
 and play in 
the Men's Gym.
 "If the Fox 
were
 
available,  SJSU could 
probably  double 
the number of 
groups  they could bring 
here," Gehrke said. 
Other groups that have
 expressed an 
interest




 San Jose, the San 
Jose 
Performing Arts League and the 
San Jose 
Music  Theater. 
Until the proposal is 
brought
 before 
the city council and 
a decision made, 














 age three and 
a 
half, is learning about 
the making 
and 






one of many 
children  who are 
part  
of the child 











teachers  and 
stresses  
both learning 






special room and 
play  yard behind 
the 




 three and five
 
years 
old and from every
 race and 
income







( in this 
case,  Jean 







































from students on this 
important
 
aspect  of campus 
administration. 
True, there 
may be a 
certain
 
percentage  of instructors
 whose 





 be a certain 
per-
centage of students 
whose  casual 
attitudes about learning
 permit 
them to be 
duped by the so-called 
"good guy
 because he is an easy 
grader." However, 
there  is a high 
percentage of 
students
 who regard 
teacher evaluation 
opportunities  as 
a 
priviledge.  Such 
students, 
realizing the false 
measure  of the 
"easy















instructor's  class 
room 
performance. In fact





















































































































 of us 
here 















































































 in his presidential 
palace, it's our 
country's
 corporate 






 may be out of the 
war,  but the 
financial
 support of your tax 
dollar 
is still supporting
 a dictator who 
has suppressed
 hundreds of 
thousands
 of political prisoners, 
dissolves
 elections and runs as he 
sees fit. We support 
this, too. 
Morbid, huh? Well, it irks me. 
People 
want
 to forget these 
things, but they still go on. 
So let's put SJSU back on the 
map; let's get up the energy to 
have a "streak,"
 lets return to 
normalcy.
 
Let's "streak" back to 
nor-
malcy; we've got 
the  energy for 
that.  
Let's streak back to "the Happy 
Days." It hurts too much to think 




 our Great 
American Conscience. 
It should really be fun to have the  
good ol' times back. Joe College, 
cat's 















I am in hearty agreement
 with 




However, I do 
not, as she 
soes,  
sympathize with 







I detest the 
rising cult of 
pipe  smokers 
who  
stifle an entire 
room
 with their 
obnoxious







must  be rigidly 
en-






Pen -pills needed 
Editor: 
I am writing this
 letter in hopes 
that your publication will 
consider 
placing an ad as a request for in-
terested corresponents to establish 
a 
pen -pal relationahip with an 
unfortunate brother who is in-
carcerated at this time. 
The letter that I 
wish for you to 
publish is as follows: 
I am a 
twenty-eight
 year old 
Black ( Cancer




with  a 
righteously together
 head for 
tuning with 
some person who 
may  
also wish 




periences via the postal
 service. 
I take this 
opportunity to thank 
you in advance, for your ( any and 
all) consideration which might be 






I'd like to know what you hope to 
gain by having pictures for an 
editorial page? Have we reached a 
point where we have nothing more 
to tell each other? Are we supposed 
to stare at those motorcycle pic-
tures for enlightenment? 
It is obvious the Spartan Daily 
isn't worth the paper on which it is 
printed. Perhaps it's time to have 
the Spartan Daily scrutinized
 by 
the students they 

































































tactics  s( 
palatable.
 I 
















































































generated  in Chile 
among  
the people has spread
 to us," 
said

































Raul  Bazan, to 
see if a 
resolution  the WILPF 
sent to 
the United Nations 
was accurate. 





 in a cold-blooded 
program 
of mass executions, 




economic and civil rights of 
the people." 





situations  to 
exist.  "We 
found 


























 to testify 
before 
the
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knew  in 
Santiago were 
all alive. Only 
one had been in prison and 
while he was there he had not 
been "molested," she said. 
"But everyone I met 
in
 
Concepcion  is dead, save 
one. One 76 -year -old man is 
in the prison Curacina on an 
island off Concepcion. He 
probably will not live long 




 had been 
tor-
tured. "We saw in 




to be permanent 
and scars. 
We were 
going  to 
photograph  
them, but none 
of us had the 
heart 















generated  as a 
method 
of
 control," she 
said.  
All of the prisons





used and new 
ones
 are being 
built, according to Cole. The 









the  Chile 
Stadium  in 
San-
tiago 
which  now 
serves  as a 
men's 






























 as a 
"large size 
facist" who was 
eager 
to
 show off his 
prisons.  
The women
 spoke to three 
men and were allowed to 
view










She said she believes that
 
another 1,000
 men are being 








 junta by the 




for the people. The 
Unidad Popular
 Popular 
Unity) government had 
begun a redistribution
 of 
power, according to Cole. 
Land reform was attempted 
union leaders sat on boards 
of industry and the Central 
Bank.  
Cole
 said two of the four 
junta 
leaders were trained at 
ARSA  ( Army School of the
 
Americans)
 in Panama, a 






that while in 
Buenos Aires she 
learned 
that 
several  days before the 






 model of 
the Allende
 palace in 
the  








terms a "rich man's in-
flation." Wages have been 
increased
 five times under 
the junta, however, prices 
have increased from 10 to 20 




There are two 
things  going 
on
 in Chile. There is 
control 
by 
terror and there is control 
by starvation," 
said  Cole. 
She said 
unemployment  
figures are near 30 per cent. 
Cole
 also said there 
was  
resistance to the junta. 
"There are many 
individuals
 
and families who are sup-
porting five, six, ten, 
and 
twelve families," she said. 
She adde,l that 
junta
 officials 
did not approve of this and 
were
 trying to find out who 
was buying more food than 
needed and who did not have 
a visible means








why  she 
things 
Chile  is 







 is so 
dear  to 
me."
 
She  said that 
Chile is the 
only  country 
to develop 
trader unions which 
are  
allied 
with  the working class 
movement. It is the only 
socialist country
 to instigate 
revolution through the ballot 




with  a high degree of 
political 
consciousness. 
Cole  spoke 
before  70 people 
at Jonah's Wail on 
Friday 
night. 






























The SJSU Pep 
Band 
started out
 slow this year 




San Diego last 
December, the pep 
band was 
struggling 
through  a 
disaster. 






of that night. 
"It was 
terrible,"  said 
Downey.
 "My car broke 
down and I couldn't
 get to the 
game. I called 
Jack Murphy, 
and he came down to the 
gym to help out." 
According 
to Murphy, a 
senior
 public relations major 
and the band's 
promotions  
man, the 
band had troubles. 
"I let them in the gym and 
then they asked me 
if I could 
conduct the
 music," he said. 
"I told 









somehow  they 
struggled 
by." 




 according to 
John 
Caine, athletic
 director, they 
became 
quite  good. 















band,  playing that type 
of 
music," 
Downey  said, "but 
as time 










 Kenton, Jim 
Webb,  




band  became, 














with  Caine 
trying  to 
create 
the  proper 




said  the 
practice
 
























 class is for 
people 
"who
 are into 
music.  
"Most music





band,"  Downey 
said. "When











 about marching 
bands. Hopefully this class 
will give future teachers 
some insight." 
"It's a lot of fun," Downey 
said. "By getting into jazz 
and rock we've become a lot 
looser.
 
"The songs we do now," 
Downey said, "are songs 
that most people have heard 
before. We do 'Beginnings' 
by Chicago, 'Shaft' by Isacc 
Hayes and songs like that," 
he continued. "We get a good 
response."  
The show stopper, ac-
cording to Downey, is a 
version of 'The Stripper.' 
"The song girls do their 
dance and we play our 
song," 
Downey  said. 







with a local 
soccer team,
 the San Jose 
Earthquakes,  to be 
their 
home band. 
"We'll be playing at their 
opening night," Downey 
said. The soccer team opens 
their
 season May 11 at 
Spartan Stadium. 
"If everything 
works  out," 
said Downey,
 "we'll play all 
their  games." 
Irving Newman of El 
Rancho Navarro,
 a summer 
camp in northern California 
will
 be on campus Friday to 
interview 
for available 
positions according to 
Margaret 
Wilkes,  SJSU's 
career planning and 
placement
 office. 
Interested students may 
sign  up in the part time and 
vacation employment office 








Dr. Ray Young, head of the 
political science depart-
ment, will give a book talk on 
"Who Runs Congress: The 
President,








A of the 
Spartan  
Cafeteria.  
According  to 
Young, the 
book 
involves  a 
study  by a 
Ralph  Nader 






its  present 
structure













 and her 
father said he 
had made a 
mistake
 by not meeting 
exactly



















food for help so 
they can 
resume the 









newspaper  executive 
Randolph  A. Hearst, also 
said he would do 
all  he could 
to arrange a 
televised news 




said he still 
could not
 afford the ad-
ditional $4 
million  for food 
demanded 
by
 the SI.A. 
Of 
Joseph  Remiro and 
Russell 
Little,
 the SI.A 
members charged 





Supt.  Marcus Foster, Hearst 
said, "I'd 
be delighted to 
have 
them
 go on the 
air. 





 attacks Nixon 
A crowd of 
more than 250 
people  came out 
Friday
 




Republican from the 17th 
District on the impeachment 
of President Nixon at Santa 
Clara 
University. 
During the evening of 
speech, questions, and cross-
examination, McCloskey 
talked at length on the im-
peachment of Nixon from a 
legal basis, 
"It all goes back to pre -
Watergate," McCloskey 
said. Nixon's plan of 
getting 
out of Vietnam with honor 




Nixon for the secrecy he 
maintained
 in trying to get 
out of Vietnam with honor. 
With the release of the 
Pentagon Papers 
by Daniel 
Ellsberg, McCloskey said, 
"Ellsberg broke through the 
wall of secrecy.
 
"The White House 
plumbers union 
was formed 
in order to 
discredit
 
Ellsberg," McCloskey said. 
From there a whole net-
work of coverups and secrets 
erupted, he added. 
"These investigations had 
the total cooperation of the 
White House and thr rest of 































































































































McCloskey  charged. 
After this comment the 
congressman opened the 
floor to questions. 
Questioned as to 
whether 
the President would resign 
rather 
than subject the 
country to a lengthy 
trial  and 
ordeal,
 McCloskey said, "If 
he resigned tomorrow, he 





added, "I don't think it will 
hurt the country to 
go 
through
 this the ordeal of 
the trial) as long as we don't 
impeach him for political 
differences." 
The congressman thought 
if Nixon was impeached for 
political reasons 
and not on a 
legal 
basis,  such as the abuse 
of executive power, then it 
could "create a 
political  
division 
that  may never be 
healed." 
Public 









thirds of the 
public 
say 
he's guilty, the 
majority 
don't think 
he should be 
impeached," he said. 
McCloskey said
 if Nixon 
would 
tell
 the truth, reveal 
the 
facts  that caused him to 
lie, or even explain 
in his 
judgment what happened, 
Spartan  
Dail  




































 exp   
herein 
are  not necessarily














































 the public might give 
him the 






fought for over a 
year  to not let the 
truth 
known."  
This, McCloskey said, hurt 
the  situation 
more. 




the  most corrupt ad-








 to impeach 
Nixon," McCloskey said, to 





























influx of people 
who  will 
be in the next
 Congress. 
"I 












 long as 
they 






















filet  of sole 

















409  S. Second St. 
Walking
 distance from 
SJSU  
Open 24 hrs. 
ourselves,"

























 this is 
done, 










Hearst, who appeared at a 
news conference yesterday, 





which said there 





 and her family 
until  
Remiro and 
I.ittle  are given 
nationwide
 television time 
to 
discuss  prison 
conditions.  
Remiro and 
Little in a 
letter to a 
radio  station last 
week said 
they wanted a 






how  to 





























 He said 
last
 week 
such a broadcast might be in 
the best interests of 
Remiro 
and little. 
A. I.udlow Kramer, 
director of the Hearst food 
handout, appeared outside 
the Hearst home in suburban 
Hillsborough to announce 
that today's scheduled sixth 
food 
distribution
 was off. He 
said the program would be 
revamped, hopefully by 
Friday.
 
"We're calling on every 
distributor of quality food in 
this country and 
seeing  how 
quickly we 
can  bring ad-
ditional quality food into the 
area," 
Kramer said. 
A few minutes later, 
standing hatless
 in a 
downpour, Hearst said his 
$500,000 portion of the $2 
million now being used for 










New and slightly used clothes for everyone, in most 
sizes. Women's fashions start at 25c and up. Men's 
fashions
 start from 50c and up. Our clothes are once 
worn, top quality
 clothes for a fraction of the original 






















































Foundation  and the 
$4 million pledged 
by the 
Hearst 
Corp., comprised the 
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Jill  Chong 
(front) and 
student 





By Norman Martin 
The people 









 each move. 
Their  hands guide 
the 
viewer through the exercise. 
A woman
 dressed in black moves from
 one 
end  of the line to 
the 
other 
repeating the postures. Arms
 and 
legs  follow the 
body through 
the  slow pace. 
The others tilt from heel to toe and 
from 
side to 
side  with 
open palms
 and extended 
fingertips,
 which seem to 
grip the 
air, leading the 
sway  of their bodies. 
"It is 
important  that you watch 




 as I do," said 




 will be changes 




 but you 
must  learn from 
me the 
same way
 that I learned
 from my 
instructor,"  she 
said.  
T'ai-chi ch'uan
 is an ancient
 Chinese 





She  explained 
it was designed
 for older




 to rebuild 
their bodies. 
According to 
Chong, its a 
slow graceful
 movements 




by both male and 





stresses  slow 

















































































































the use of quantitative
 data. 
Thirty-eight people from the 19 participating California 
State University Colleges 
will be selected to attend classes in 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 
There will be two 3 -week sessions. The first 
runs  from July 
5-26, the second from July 29 to August 20. 
"ICPR is an institute designed to collect data. It covers 
such areas as survey research, census 
data
 and opinion 
polls," said Terry Christensen, 
political  science instructor 
and representative to ICPR. 
"Faculty members with PhD's may attend as visiting 
scholars at no 
cost.  Students must pay $300 to attend," said 
Christensen. "It's mainly a program for teachers, but 
students are welcome. The 
University
 of Michigan defines 
the fees." 
"Applicants  will be chosen on 
the
 background they have. If 
the students 
have  the background, they 
have  as good a 
chance of receiving the grant 
as teachers perhaps a better 
one since the student has to pay 
$300," said Christensen. 
For 
further information





















































equipment  are 
submitted  for the academic 
year 
1974-75.  
Whitlock said that all 
requests should 
be
 in by 
March 20 and the sub-
committee will have a 
recommendation on the 







SJSU continues to 
celebrate Women's Week 
%kith a crafts faire today in 
the Student Union. 
Art work, crafts, and  
plants may
 be purchased 
trom 10 
a.m.  to 7 p.m. All 
corks
 are by SJSU or 
(immunity
 women. 








 and acquaint 
;students
 with the 
female 
'body today from 10 
a.m.  to 1 
p.m. in 
the S.U. Almaden 
!tom.
 
Irene Miller, of the Health 
Science Department,
 will 
present a paper on her 
personal experiences with 
the IUD tan intrauterine 
contraceptive) during the 
three-hour health issues 
forum. 
Harvey 
W. Kapland and 
Rebecca A. Black, co -




 at C.C. 
Medical School in San 
Francisco




Sexuality" from 1 
to 3 p.m. 
today in the 
Home 
Economics Lounge I. 
Debbie Smith,
 an affiliate 
of 
Sisters  of 
Sapho  for 
Lesbian 
Women,  will also 





of Child and Parent Action 











 at 7:30 











The free film, "Hiroshima 
Mon Amour," written and 
directed
 by women, will be 
shown at 8 p.m, in the 
S.U. 
Loma 










Information concerning buying, owning and holding onto 
bicycles has been compiled by two workers from the A.S. 
Consumer Switchboard and 
is available for those interested. 
The two 
SJSU  students, Chris Lauderdale and Bill Samp-
son, began 
their effort by collecting information on 
buying
 
bicycles and bike security, which 
was then printed and made 
available at the 
consumer  switchboard office on the 
second  
level of the 
Student Union. 
Some of the advice 
they  offer in those areas are: 
 Decide what bike
 best suits your needs. Not everyone
 
needs the popular 10
-speeds,  because on flat 
terrain
 most of 
the 
gears  will go 
unused.
 
 Ask about guarantees
 and repair charges. Bike repair 
labor can fluctuate
 anywhere from $8 per hour to 
more than 
$12. Also 
many dealers allow for free 
adjustments only up to 
30 days, but good shops 




 Buy a good lock and 








Want to see Japan from 
























 in San 
Jose.  
It's all 









This  summer, 
just  like 





femalewill  travel to 
okayarna
 for a three-month 
stay. 
While






families,  living 
with 
each from two
 to four 
weeks,  while 
studying 
various 
Japanese  arts 
such 
as judo, brush 









fees  to Japan and 
spending
 money. 
The rest is 












 all its 
financial  
support  
from Pacific Neighbors 


































 may be 






 locks are the best and 
key
-opened locks are 
better  than combination
 ones, because 
the 
latter
 are much easier for a 
thief to open. 
 License your bike. 
If your bicycle is 
stolen,  the only 
possible way 
of getting it back, 




is if it's licensed. 
Licenses  can be 
obtained  for $1. at 
the Campus
 Security office 
between





 to the reports 
on buying and 
security,  
Lauderdale and 
Sampson will soon 




 bike routes 
throughout  the Santa
 
Clara Valley, 








These  same reports












 is also 
working  toward 
the establishment











































aril  Chambers 
Third floor 
Student  Union 
* 
First in a series 
of Lectures 












































































interested  in 






Fu session and 
decided I 
would 
like to try it 
myself,"  she said. 
She  is now a disciple 
of Master Paul Eng




 Kung Fu 
Association,  founded 
in the 17th 
Century. 
"There
 are three steps
 to the exercise 
representing  
heaven, 




she  explained. 
"All of the 
moves are designed 
for self defense. The 
dif-
ference between 
this exercise and Kung 
Fu
 is that Kung Fu is 
much 
faster  and the 
participant  expels a 
lot  of energy. T'ai-
chi stresses 
slow movement
 and the 
cultivation







"If there is a need for puberty rites, we 
could  have a mass 
session in the fountain, and
 all come out cleansed and pure,' 
said Dr. Bruce Ogilvie who teaches in the SJSU psychology 
department.  
Other associates of Ogilvie in the psychology
 department 
were asked their opinions of streaking by the Spartan Daily. 
"There  is an influx of boredom because there is too much 
leisure time. People need a changing level of stimuli and 
excitment to keep going,"
 said psychology instructor Bob 
Schafer. 
In the 60's students were protesting for 
things like the free 
speech movement and the Viet Nam war. Now the protesting 
has changed to running around naked, he added. 
Dr. Richard Kilby also of the psychology department 
suggests that the streaker "gets 
some ego gratification from 
it." 
A student in one of his personality classes suggested that 
people are searching for identity and this is a 
way of 
asserting who they are. 
"Streaking 
is a form of 
exhibitionism  in 
clinical terms," 
said Dr. James 
Steele,  psychology 




little boys and 
girls do in the 




Psychology professor Jay Rusmore sums up streaking 




to host fair 
The East Valley Medical 
Clinic will play 
host
 to a 
Health Fair on March 30 and 
31.  
The fair is designed to 
provide medical services to 






 in  
recreation, is coordinating 
the project 
which  is being 
sponsored by the Mayfair 
Neighborhood Center. 
The 
fair,  in its third year, 
is designed to provide free 
checkups and medical 
in-
formation
 for anyone in the 






located at 1989 
McKee Road, will be testing 
for sickle 
cell  anemia, eye 




others  during 
the  two-day 
fair. 
Jackson  said 





to work in the
 fair 
and also "utilize 





there is no cost 
for  the fair. 
Everything
 is on a volunteer 
basis, 
including the doctors 
and nurses 


























Her students are dressed in street clothes. Footwear varies 
from stocking feet to tennis shoes, all of a soft nature. 
Throughout the hour, many curious people stop and watch 
the class repeat its evenings exercise. The only noise comes 
from working feet. It is a low groaning noise that is made 
when students pivot from side to side. 
Chong stops only to give instructions 
and  to  point out weak 
points in her
 students' postures. 
"When doing t'ai-chi, 
it is important to use all 
the muscles 
you
 can without straining," she said. 
"Follow your hands and 
look just beyond them. 
Even  the muscles of the eyes can
 be 
strengthened
 by the movement involved 
in watching the 
hands." 




 on postures. 
The instructor continues moving from one 
end  of the class to 
the other. Students watch her only when she is directly in 
front of them. This is 
part of the memorization process. 
They 
stretch  their bodies and flow through the 
exercise  one 
last time. The movement stops
 and the class lingers quietly. 






William E. Goode III, a 27 -
year -old public 
relations
 
major at SJSU, was shot to 
death Saturday on a lawn 
outside the Sunnydale 
Housing Project in San 
Francisco.
 
Goode was shot three 
times
 in the back and once in 
the neck. Louise Robinson, 
27, of 129 Brookdale 
Ave.,  
San Francisco was 












boyfriend, had come to her 





Gordon,  instead 
she went to a party and when 
she returned at 8:30 a.m., 
Saturday, Goode confronted 
her outside the apartment. 
Robinson told Gordon she 
pulled a pistole from her 
purse and shot Goode four 
times. 
Goode resided at 532 
'1'yrella, Mountain 
View. He 
was a first 
semester transfer 

















Artists' canvas is 
usually made of 
hemp, jute, flex
 or 
cotton, The extra 
heavy hemp and jute 
are generally 
reserved
 for murals 









weave and priming 
Cotton (duck)   
of 
course,

























































































































One of the 
most
 difficult times


































period.  The 
program  
uses 












time in the 









 began here 
in late 1972 




far  generally 
with much 
success. 





successful  from 
the volunteers'
 standpoint
 in that it 




 by helping 
others. 
Hill called the 
relationships  between




relationships."  The 
volunteers become 
friends of the 
former  patients, 
helping them with
 routine tasks 
and  giving 
them 
confidence  in their 
own self-worth 
and  capabilities. 
For example,
 Dan, a vagrant 
and heavy drug 




























Dan's  wife 
was killed






 then acted as a real 
friend, helping him over 
his 
grief and getting him involved
 in things which would make 
him function
 again in society. 
Joan had been in 































































will  help 
heal the 
hurt this 














 said "this country will 
someday again be facing 
a 
draft,"  and any amnesty 



































some form of 
public service 













































should not be granted in the 
spirit that 
men  who refused 
to serve in Vietnam were 
morally
 right but also should 
not be given on demand 
of 
public service 
that  is treated 
as punishment or vin-
dication. 
He said amnesty should be 
granted now 
"because  the 
draft and the killing is over" 
and 
because  America should 
be strong enough 
to forgive 
its 





 said long 
ago 




the  spirit t. 








 a vital 
function
 of the spirit?" 
Sen. Robert Taft Jr., R-
Ohio, sharply disagreed with 
the Justice Department's 
position and testified today 
"there can be no question 
that Congress has the con-
stitutional authority" to 
legislate amnesty. 
Taft is 
author of a bill that 
would create a board to 
consider amnesty
 on a case-
by -case 
basis. 
The Justice Department 
testified at 
hearings  Friday 
that Congress has not 
authority to interfere with 
the President's power to 
grant
 or not grant amnesty. 
Taft  said 
the issue 





















































Served At This Price Till 1 1 











Friday  6:30 AM 










discussion  of 
these 




should  be 
given to the
 issue of ex-
tablishment























 she went 
back  to the 
hospital.  But this 
time, 
she got a 
Community
 Friend. 
The  volunteer 
helped  her get a 
loan to 
repair her car 
and helped keep








help, Joan has 




 Friends was 
begun  to answer 
aneed
 that grew 
out 
of the phase -out





 the program 
offers  personal 
rewards
 to both the 
client and 
customers  and is 













 hospitals, clinics 
and private practice.
 
During the three month
 program, clients are
 assigned a 
Community  Friend -one 


















shop work in 






decreased.  In 
addition, 




less gas to 
pump
 than last





Hatch  cited 
that  in 
February





 of the gas
 it did in 
1972.  
This month the allottment 
is
 
71 per cent 
of last March. 
For Shell, the 
allotment  in 
February 




 1972. This 
month, 
stations  will 
receive  
60 per cent of 







month  from last 
month," Hatch said. 
Other 
points









decreased as a result of  a 
more educated consumer. 
Motorists 
are accepting 
there is a problem and are 
cooperating within
 it. 
o Police departments can 
issue a $500 fine to a 
motorist  
not obeying the odd -even 
rules and to a station who 
does not follow the 
regulations.
 
o Independent stations are 
able to stay open 
longer 
because many of the stations 
have been sold so there is 
more gas but 
at less stations. 
"We feel helpless because 
we are helpless," Prince 
said. "We can't do a damn 
thing about 
it." 
"Any plan regardless of 
how  well conceived is not 
going to work unless 
we have 
an adequate 
supply  of gas," 
Prince added. 
_zJSeREO4M!  




 PITCHER BEER 










FUN   






 age and 
life situation
 as the 
client. 
Although  the 
volunteers 
include  all 



















Hill  said. 
Hill added 
that
 the number 
of patients 




 than the 



































interested  in 




Friends  should 
call  247-1770, 



















 MARCH 11, 1974 
THE








































































As we write this, a new novel has just arrived: 
RABBIT  
BOSS, authored by Thomas Sanchez (Ballentine, 
I 
and 
described as an American classic spanning a century in the 
life 
of the Washo tribe of 
Western
 Nevada and Eastern California. 
As Dee 
Brown did with his historical BURY MY HEART AT 
WOUNDED KNEE: Sanchez --who most be part Indian -has 
fictionalized the colossal and tragic injustice 
endured  by the 
VVasho.
 
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1866 described 
reservation 
in the bounds of their 
territory,  and, in view of 
their rapidly 
diminishing  number and the 
diseases  to which 
they are subjected,
 none is required." 
But after 
more than a hundred years
--well, this novel, 
with 
its overtones of survival and 
ecology, should be read. 
















ballet class at Eufrazia School
 of 











2644 Ashby Ave. Berkeley. Cl, 
94705  
Be a 
New Age Shopper 
Write for 
Free 






for lunch & 











 Sign ups 
Mar.
 4th thru Mar 
Rosters








 Village Lane in Los 
Gatos Sell your 
good art work etc 














 Activities Office 
AUTOMOTIVE 
AUTO -MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE 
T1REDOF BEING RIPPEDOFF? 
Call CSIS, originators of Student 
Auto insurance
 Lowest Rates NO 
Student refused Call 219 Mal or stop 
by 404 So. 3rd 
St.
 Second floor. (3rd 
& San Salvador) 
OAS PAINS?
 SEE AUTO 
TECH. 
Skilled rnech
 specializing in 
Foreign  
cars. Economy & 
Sports
 cars Tune 

























 for 30 GPA low non smoker 
rates  also Call days







Renter's  insurance for 
Students 
We have
 the lowest rates 
available  All 
applicants  placed 
regardless of record 
Call Mike 
Foley  2/1 3900 
tor 




 S23 95 
COMPLETE 11" BLACKLIGHT
 




PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE 
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS 
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES 
IRON ON TRANSFERS
 75 cents 
IMPORTED
 WALKING CANES 
FROM INDIA PIPES AND
 
PARAPHANALIAS STROBE 
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE 
COLLEGE  ICE SAN FERNANDO 
ST
 
PEAVY 100 PA SYSTEM-ISO watts 
tins 12 inputs, 
Hi
 L Lo 
Impudence,
 2 
col spkrs 4 12" w 1 horn each 
Monitor Input & Vol switch, covers 
included  Call 296.8396 
SAVE  THIS AD. 




 components available 
at dealer 
cost plus 10 
per  cent. 
Additional discounts
 available on 





























WOMEN -have fashionable 
(never 
worn) clothes 
to sell. Need 
money.
 









 JOBS  Australia, 
Europe, S. America, Africa, 
Students all professions and oc 
cupations S700 to S3003 
monthly. 
Expenses paid,  
overtime,  sight 
seeing, Free information. TRANS 




603, Corte Madera, Ca. 
94925 
PART-TIME DEMO. needed for 
Microwave ovens, Hr & Days flee. 
will 
train.
 Car necessary, 13 per hr. 
Company Rep 
on campus to In-
terview




 time employ. cent. 
122 
5 9th 277 
2277 







host. & food, cocktail waitress 
Apply in person 
Ask for Jay 923 6060
 
10 OR 13 GIRLS to work as waitress 
on 
Sat . 
Mar 30th 8 hrs app
 
Pay?  
52 50 3 00 Call Joe 292 5397 
all 6 pm 
HOUSING
 
I BEDROOM IN HOUSE, $100 mo.
 
kitchen
 arty., color 
to,
 Call Ann 
923 
5173 
2 BEDROOM APT. 
S155.  Art Studio o. 









 furnace heat & outside 
entrance  406 5 11th 
St 
LA DONNA APTS.
 1 bedroom apts 
5130
 









 388 8363 
or John 356 
5706 
MODERN APTS. 
460  5 4th St 5200 
210 
2 bdrrn 
2bath, 1 bdrrn 130 135 
also 
sleeping rms 
at 575. Private 
balconies,
 off st parking.










location. Walking distance 
to campus. 140 
North  15th St. Call for 
an appointment
 244 3650 
WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and 
ideal student living 
Setting 10 min 
from campus near Conner
 and old 
Almaden Road. Two 
and Three 
Bedroom  units and Townhouses, 







grounds.  Pool. Saunas. Rec Room 
Starting 
S175.00  WILLOW GLEN 
WEST APTS. 2118 
Canoes  Gardens 
Ave. 266.1474 





 297 6079 
WANTED.
 College student to 
share  
old, 
but  comfortable 
home
 
$47 50 a 
rno 
Gay person 





OLSON'S:  4 

















TOWNHOUSE APT. furn 2 bedrooms, 
I',
 bath, half block from campus, 70 
 8th St 
Call
 294 7788 







 piano, inside courtyard,  
kit 
color 
to. ping pong. 





99 50 up 
to





TWO BEDROOM APT. 5125
 a mo 
part turn,
 block from Slate 483 
10 
St 












44 white Call 967.549 
LOST JADE





 setting I would 












w C P and voice defect is looking 
tor a lasting relationship with an 
understanding  female FREE 
rent
 
offered in exchange for kindness 11. 













 travel Perfect 
summer
 job or career . Send S3.00 
for 










magazines etc . 
Prompt 




























 ON STEREO, free 
delivery, 









You  keep all photos 
taken plus the original 
negatives  
and a free white embossed 
album.  
Budget 
priced for highest quality 




Maggio  292 
2601 
STUDENT  TYPING  
Close to 
Campus
 65 cents page. 991-1169 






























 of your choice, 
full





 full color 
8x10's SI.25 each 







 see our 
samples
 ... then 
decide Open every
 evening until 10 
























 in Israel Europe 
6 wks 
Europe Contact
 Barbara Nevins 
Student 
Services
 West. Inc 257 1240 
E
UROPE  ISRAEL . ARNICA 
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR 
ROUND. CONTACT: ISCA, 11917 
San Vicente Blvd. Apt. 
NO,  4 L.A. 
Calif.  90049 
TEL  12131 826.1619 or 
(714) 217-3070.
 










Crawford 225.7262 can help you 
make  your
 GETAWAY Fly at 11 per 
,ent off with 
TWA  Youth 
passpOrt  & 
take




pay with a 
FREE 
GETAWAY  CREDIT CARD. 
Call 275 7262 for information  
OW 





or your local travel agent 



















Services  West, 23$  
East  St 











 Three Foot 
Five 
day days days days days 







250 2.50 2.75 2.90 3.00 
2.50 3.00 3.25 3.40 3.50 












Add .50 50 .50 50 .50 
Minimum 
Three  lines One
 Day 

















lost and F mind
 






















CHECK,  MONEY ORDER 




DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE 
( ) 
Services  
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE, 
( 
S 
Transportation  CALIF 15114 
Deadline, Two days pride to 
Publication  
ConsitcutIve publication dates 
only 


































































for  a 





















































 avenging a 
3-1  loss to 
the Cardinals
 Friday, puts 
SJSU in a position to 
even up 
its 5-6 season 
this afternoon 
when
 the Spartans 
host  U.C. 
Berkeley in 








































drove  in 
three 
runs 












 Smith who 
crashed  
five hits 
between them and 
first baseman 
Dave  lus who 






























 first -inning 
advantage 








two in the 
third, and
 three 


























































with  the 
















since  the 
Spartans
 started 
out  so 
poorly in 














 to get 
them
 home. 
The Spartans  
stranded 
eight 
men  on base, 
five of 
those in the first 


























captured  three 
games
 over the 
weekend







High,  7-2, then 
Saturday  
demolished
 the hosting 
University  of San 
Francisco 
frosh in a 
doubleheader,
 10-3 and 13-0.
 
The pair of 
wins  over USF 
upped  the squad's 
Bay Area 
Collegiate 
League  record to 
3-0 and stretched





 Greg Queen and 









-hit  shutout 
that
 included 10 
strikeouts
 in the 
nightcap.  
SJSU hitters 
backed up the 
hurlers with 
20
 hits in the 
twinbill.  Team 
captain  Allen 
Stokes
 led the hitting
 barage, 
going 
four for eight with
 six runs batted 
in.  Phil Eads (4 -for -
9i and Rich 
Guardino ( 3-6 and 





hitters  in general, 
and  Stokes in 
particular  had a 
great hitting day,"
 said assistant coach 
Terry Galyean, "and 
the USF pitchers weren't that bad." 
In the
 first game the Spartababes
 started early by scoring 
four runs 
in
 the first inning. With 
the  bases loaded Doug 
Drew walked to 
force in the first 
run,  then Stokes 
poked  a 
single 
to drive in two 
more.  Two more 
walks
 let in the other 
run. 
After John Woolf 
delivered  an RBI single in the 
third,  SJSU 
put the game 
away  with three tallies in 





In the nightcap the Spartababes
 were held to one run and 
three 
hits through the first four innings. 
Then  the hitters 
came to life. 
Stokes, lined a two
-run homerun to left field 
with Stan 
Conte 
on base, then the Spartababes
 parlayed six hits into 
nine runs in 
the sixth to put the contest 
out  of reach. 
Highlighting the outburst 
were
 four RBI's by Guardino, 
who 
tripled
 in the first run and capped the rally 
with
 a three -
run homer. 
Rich  Carrillo and Conte each doubled in two runs 
to 
contribute  to the 
onslaught.  
In the win 
against  Camden High, Gordon Gunther
 pitched a 
shaky complete
 game to pick up the win, while Garza went
 2 -
for -4, including a three -run homer
 that broke a 2-2 tie, to 
garner
 the hitting honors. 
Today the 
squad  travels  to San Jose High 
for
 a 3 p.m. 
game, then plays at Lincoln 
High  Thursday before returning 
home to 
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The  Yin Yang 
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San Jose, able 
to collect only 
two hits the rest of the way 
as Williamson seemed to get 
stronger as the game 
progressed. 
After suffering a shaky 
start, the Stanford hurler 
retired 22 
of the last 25 
batters he faced. 
Only once after 
their initial 
run in the first did the 
Spartans ever have a chance 
to turn this one around. 
Trailing only 2-1, Steve 
Macchi  beat out an infield 
single to lead off the  
seventh
 
and the Spartans looked like 
they were in business. 
Carroll sacrificed him to 
second but one out later, 
Mays ripped a shot right at 
Williamson's head that the 
Cardinal hurler caught for 
protection as much as out of 









College Graduates with degrees in Civil Engineering 
Starting Salaries: S8,055 to 
59,969 Per Year 
Excellent advancement and regular civil service benefits. 
Frequent travel
 throughout Calif., Nevada and Ari/ona 
FAA 
Interviewer will he on campus 
Interview  Oate: March 20, 1974. 
CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT
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Student









civil, electrical, electronic, mechanical, nuclear 




on beautiful San Francisco
 
Bay. 
Civilian career opportunities 




recognition  of talent 
 regular salary increases 
 lob security
 
 unmatched potential for personal 
and professional growth 
 colorful 
traditions of the 
oldest,
 





CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: 3/13 
For 
appointment  and further 
information,
 



















educational  and 
recreational 
opportunities  second
 to none 
. 




of the city of Vallelo
 
 40 







Mare Island Naval Shipyard 
Valleio, California. An 
Equal  Opportunity 
Employer
  U S Citizenship Required 
